1989 ezgo marathon parts

Just scroll down or select one of the categories below to get started. Marathon's are an older
body style, but are known for their quality design and reliability. EZ-GO golf carts are great for
the golf course, they can be used and enjoyed for all sorts of other driving activities, recreation
and light transportation. Since the EZGO Marathon is an older cart model from the
manufacturer, many parts are needed to keep the cart running in tip-top shape. Whether you
just purchased your Marathon, or are looking to fix up one you've had for some time; the Golf
Cart Tire Supply has all the EZGO golf cart parts you need for your Marathon golf cart whether
gas or electric. But the Marathon cart can still be modified and customized to become even
more capable than they are from the factory! The GCTS has got you covered with the golf cart
parts you need! We are happy to help you find what you need and to answer anything you want
to know about your Marathon cart. All prices are in USD. Please wait Wish Lists. View Cart 0 0.
Search Search. Payment Processing. Golf Cart Covers and Enclosures Explained! Call Toll Free:
E z go golf cart and ptv part manuals e z go golf cart manuals owner e z go golf cart and ptv part
manuals e z go golf cart manuals owner. E z go golf cart and ptv part manuals cartpros e z go
golf cart manuals owner parts repair e z go golf cart and ptv part manuals cartpros e z go golf
cart manuals owner parts repair. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new
posts by email. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. About The Author masuzi. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these
cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. This allows your car to have
smooth and easy acceleration. Will also not work on gas carts. If there are any problems with
your product please contact us through ebay message,so that we can resolve the issue. Items
can't be returned after being installed or used and need to still be in new condition. All issues
are handled on a case by case scenario depending on circumstances,so please contact us as
soon as possible. Please allow business days for delivery to USA delivery time is upon your
location, , For other countries it may take 10 to 25 business days for transport. Please pay
instantly with your credit card through Paypal! Happy bidding! Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over
to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top
Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back.
Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
rcfuther Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:.
Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item
location:. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Item specifics Condition: New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original

packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a
retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail
packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. See
all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition.
EVsupplier rcfuther Search within store. Items On Sale. Battery Chargers. DC-DC Converters.
Battery Indicators. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to
Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a
valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on rcfuther from others who bought this item.
Positive feedback. Very fast shipping from China. Perfect new switch as described, thanks!
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available
Photos not available for this variation. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item
in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Aftermarket EZGO. If you're looking to
buy new EZGO golf cart parts you are in the best place online to do it! But we are here to help!
EZGO golf carts are known for their quality design and reliability since all the way back in the s and are the golf cart brand of choice for many of the most prestigious golf courses in the world!
While EZ-GO golf cars are great for the golf course, they can be used and enjoyed for all sorts
of other driving activities, recreation and light transportation. Because these golf carts have
been around so long and are used in many different situations they tend to have components
and parts fail over time from the stresses or regular use! You want to have someone you can
trust when it comes to buying the EZGO part and other items you need for your golf cart. You're
already in the right place! When shopping with the Golf Cart Tire Supply, you can trust that:. We
are here to help you fix your cart, no matter the issue. Our parts will protect the drive-ability,
reliability, and safety of your EZ-GO! So if you began your search today looking for "EZGO golf
cart parts near me" or "EZGO dealer near me", just remember: we ship nationwide, have the
lowest prices we price match , don't charge sales tax unless your state mandates it and most
orders ship for FREE! Parts are used to replace existing components on your cart, while
accessories are cool and custom upgrades for your cart. Our customers always tell us how
easy it is to navigate our website, and we have gone ahead and made it easy-as-pie to navigate
our EZGO golf cart parts category as well so you don't get lost trying to find the EZGO part you
need! Shopping with us, you can trust you will have the widest selection of items to choose
from and that you will get the best price we always price match. So fear not when picking any
one of the thousands of items we stock for your golf cart! We are always happy to help answer
anything you want to know about your cart. All prices are in USD. Please wait Wish Lists. View
Cart 0 0. Search Search. Payment Processing. Golf Cart Covers and Enclosures Explained!
About EZGO Golf Cart EZGO golf carts are known for their quality design and reliability since all
the way back in the s - and are the golf cart brand of choice for many of the most prestigious
golf courses in the world! Call Toll Free: The engine has less than 20 hours since a full rebuild.
New crank, bearings, cylinder, piston, the works. This cart can go 25MPH, but can be limited by
adjusting the governor. Today BGW. Sponsored Links. Re: ezgo marathon. Welcome to BGW
There is nothing wrong with the ezgo or the yamaha, it all depends how much they want for
them, and what shape the yamaha is in. There are plenty of parts available for the 3pg engine
and it seems most hard core parts listed are for 89 up. Sounds like a sound cart but as always
your taking the owners word so go from there. The hei upgrade is a positive. That's my cart
you're talking about. The motor has a complete rebuild on it, and I have a spare cc polaris fuji
motor that goes with it. I am looking to buy a cart with a reversing rearend so I can put a V-twin
in it. The only thing that wasn't replaced during the motor build was the engine case. New from
top to bottom, including crank and jug. Carb and reeds are not new. Its a beautiful cart!! I love
all the extras. I was sure that I wanted a 4 stroke until I came across your cart. I just don't know
much about them and was looking for some unbiased opinions. Let me know if you want any
more pics. Maybe we can work out a deal if you're really interested. I have a couple videos also.
I guess When I posted this thread the real question I was trying to get at is how finicky are those
engines. I really want something that isn't going to be a pain in the butt. I have a cart with a
arctic cat and because i use it at a campground i dont get a chance to go very fast. I end up
having to change the plugs fairly frequently. The stock EZGO motor that is in the cart is very

reliable and quiet. The polaris fuji motor I have for it runs very well, but you lose reverse and the
governor. I takes me about an hour to swap motors. The stock motor is about 9hp and the
polaris motor is 20hp. The motors look almost identical. What campground are you at? I can
barely push mine? All times are GMT The time now is PM. Privacy Policy - Golf Carts - Top. This
Website and forum is the property of Buggiesgonewild. No material may be taken or duplicated
in part or full without prior written consent of the owners of buggiesgonewild. All rights
reserved. User Name. Remember Me? Golf Cart Pics. Site Sponsors. Mark Forums Read. Page 1
of 2. Thread Tools. Send a private message to sireted. Find More Posts by sireted. Posts: 16,
Re: ezgo marathon Welcome to BGW There is nothing wrong with the ezgo or the yamaha, it all
depends how much they want for them, and what shape the yamaha is in. Send a private
message to rib Find More Posts by rib Re: ezgo marathon There are plenty of parts available for
the 3pg engine and it seems most hard core parts listed are for 89 up. Send a private message
to racin Find More Posts by racin Re: ezgo marathon That's my cart you're talking about. Find
More Posts by Marathon. Re: ezgo marathon Its a beautiful cart!! Re: ezgo marathon Let me
know if you want any more pics. Re: ezgo marathon very cool. Re: ezgo marathon three valley in
holland. Re: ezgo marathon how hard is it to push when you dont have the reverse. Similar
Threads. EZGO golf carts are great for those who have a large expanse of land and need a fleet
in order to have everyone in their community, organization or event traverse with ease. Since
EZGO golf carts are such a versatile machine, by purchasing one, you can be assured that
everyone on your team or staff will be able to operate the golf cart with ease. This can be a large
investment that may be daunting, but since EZGO golf carts are reliable and durable golf carts,
they can go on many outdoor terrains and last for years if operated and maintained properly.
EZGO golf carts are a great choice for any business or organization with a large amount of land
to travel on or maintain. They can be used for plenty of different tasks and can manage many
difficult terrains without much hassle. EZGO Golf Ca
g37 coupe interior
1999 yamaha 90hp outboard
1999 ford focus owners manual
rts provide high quality, durable vehicles with great features for a number of recreational and
professional applications. The many great options with available to order EZGO Golf Cart
models are only enhanced by the availability of upgrades and accessory add-ons after
purchase. EZGO offers golf carts with gas or electric engines. Blockbuster Golf Carts, Inc. For
Golf courses, professionals, and enthusiasts, EZGO is a known and respected brand that you
can look to for quality. These kits help protect your cart from rough terrain while also providing
a smoother ride, and we proudly offer a variety of them to find the right fit for your vehicle. From
EZGO Golf Cart Covers to replacement axels or cables, you can find what you need to protect
your cart, upgrade or expand your cart, as well as repair it. Blockbuster Golf Cars. Since
Accessories EZGO. Blockbuster Golf. Lift Kits. Jakes lift Kits. Resistor Speed Control. Featuring
12 Volt, 36 Volt and 48 Volt Applications. Your cart is empty.

